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The Woodward’s Project: At Main and Hastings, slow the

@%$* down!
Brian Hutchinson  June 15, 2010 – 6:30 am

Pedestrian safety near the Woodward’s district in the Downtown Eastside is definitely a concern, and the subject of a new $65,000
report conducted for the always provocative Vancouver Area Network of Drug Users (VANDU). Also interesting, it’s funded by the
City of Vancouver. One of its recommendations is dropping the maximum speed limit for vehicles on some of East Hastings St. to
30 km/h.

I don’t know if the city needed to dish a drug user advocacy or any other group $65,000 for this. I don’t know if building roadway
calming features and telling drivers to slow to school zone speed will help. Improving cross walk infrastructure and enforcing
existing bylaws could be a better start.

But the report fuels the argument for something. Here’s an excerpt: ”Of the 1,400+ DTES respondents to the pedestrian intercept
survey, 63% were aware that their neighbourhood has the highest injury rate in the City. A full 32% had been hit by a motor vehicle
in the Downtown Eastside. Half of respondents identified Main and Hastings as the most dangerous location in their
neighbourhood, followed by 21% who responded !Anywhere on Hastings.”

Well, Woodward’s is on Hastings. But not Main and Hastings.

Monday afternoon rush hour, I biked the four blocks east. And in less than minute I witnessed a hostile altercation between a
woman and people in a minivan. As you see in the photo above, the driver was turning right while the woman was directing
pedestrians (including an older lady and an elderly man, with cane) across the street. Weird, but that’s her bag. She seems to be a
fixture at the intersection. I think she means well; whenever I see her she’s fussing over older folk. But she was out of sorts on
Monday.

She got into it with the minivan. I didn’t see how it started, but she’d determined it had encroached on pedestrians crossing with
the right of way. The guy riding shotgun flipped her the bird. Some walkers were startled; others (including the elders leaving
Chinatown) took it in stride. Oh, there was a bit of a to-do. People crossed the walk. But the woman wasn’t finished with the
minivan:
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She wound up shouting at the glass:

Good thing it didn’t escalate. The mother and tots made it across, and the van vroomed off. The woman resumed crosswalk patrol,
on a different side of the box. But this shouldn’t be happening.

I can’t dismiss outright the VANDU report, strange as the commission seems. At least it describes the frequency of incidents
involving people high drugs, or drunk. Another excerpt:

“Workshop participants who use drugs described how participating in the drug market affected their behaviour as pedestrians.
Several people explained that they were likely to jaywalk on their way to purchase drugs, but not when they were high. One man
said that “I‘ve been a crackhead for 33 years. After my first hoot [smoking crack], when I see my dealer across the street, I don‘t
care if there‘s traffic coming or not.” Another person explained that “for me, when I‘m high, I don‘t like to jaywalk because I don‘t
want to get caught by the cops.” Someone pointed out the difference between being high and being drunk: “Even myself, I get
paranoid [when I‘m high], but yet if I was drunk I‘d jaywalk.” Others believe that people under the influence drugs were more likely
to get hit. One participant said that he has “heard horror stories about people tweaking at the side of the road and then getting
clipped by a bus.”

Note that the Hastings and Main crossing is half a block from a large Vancouver Police Department station. But that’s another
story. The police are pulling out, moving elsewhere. Around here, everything goes.

Also from the VANDU report:

“I was standing right on Main and Hastings and a big truck came around the corner and somebody just pushed her, or something
happened to make her fall down and the truck just ran over her head. Not the rest of her body, just her head; the back wheels went
over her head. This happened about seven, ten years ago. I still dream about it. I still think about it. She was one of my best
friends.”–workshop participant

The report pdf can be got from VANDU here (clicking will take you away from this site): WereAllPedestrians_FINAL_REPORT.pdf.
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